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Lie on your back with your knees bent or propped
under a bolster and find your neutral pelvis (refer
to how to Master an Ab Curl if you have forgotten
how to do this). Exhale all of your air out, almost to
the point of releasing a cough. Allow your lungs to
naturally refill completely, imaging that the breathe
is filling the lungs like a balloon and feeling the
expansion into the sides and back of the rib cage
(allow the floor to provide you with
proprioception). Repeat for 3 to 10 minutes, just
allowing yourself to be mindful of the abdominal
cylinder you are creating with each breath as well
as the setting of the pelvis, and therefore psoas,
back to neutral. Taking three to ten minutes to
complete this will also allow you to de-stress,
which provides numerous benefits! 2 ACTIVE SUPINE STRETCH

From the position above, draw your left knee into
your chest, hugging it close to your chest, while
keeping your pelvis heavy and your tailbone
anchored to the mat. keeping the pelvis and
spine in the same neutral position, begin to slide
the right heel along the floor, straightening the
right knee. As the leg straightens, focus on the
psoas lengthening on the right side. You can
straighten the leg as much as you can without
changing the shape of the pelvis and spine (your
low back should not excessively arch away nor
press into the floor). Hold the position for one to
three minutes, allowing the leg to continue to
lengthen if possible. Repeat to the left side.



RUNNERS STRETCH (aka PIGEON POSE)
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Start in a seated position, keeping your  right knee
bent in front of you, swing your left leg around,
keeping your hips level and square to the front. 
Your left leg will straighten behind you, therefore
lengthening the left psoas. The idea is to keep
ypur pelvis level and not draw your butt to the floor
by lifting or torquing through the pelvis. If
necessary, sit on a bloster to assist the pelvis in
staying neutral. 

PROPER SEATED POSITION

One of the best ways to properly align the pelvis
in a seated position is to sit on something slightly
higher so that your knee joint is lower than your
hip joint. This allows the psoas to open at the frint
of the hip and releases tension through the lower
back

(pigeon with a bolster)

(pigeon on the floor)



STANDING RELEASE
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Psoas release in an upright, standing position is much more difficult. To allow the psoas to release,
stand on a box, allowing the left leg to dangle just off the box. Balance yourself by gently holding on to
the wall.

Feel lengthened on the supporting side, not allowing yourself to sink into your hips.
Swing your left leg gently back and forth liike a pendulum. Imagine the movement intiating all thway
from the origin of your psoas (T12). Keep this gentle motion for 1-2 minutes.

Step off the box and feel the difference in the left side of the body. The psoas should feel lengthened
and released.

Repeat to the  other side.
Remember to not sink on the supporting side!


